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Abstract: Multivalent batteries show promising pros-
pects for next-generation sustainable energy storage
applications. Herein, we report a polytriphenylamine
(PTPAn) composite cathode capable of highly reversible
storage of tetrakis(hexafluoroisopropyloxy) borate [B-
(hfip)4] anions in both Magnesium (Mg) and calcium
(Ca) battery systems. Spectroscopic and computational
studies reveal the redox reaction mechanism of the
PTPAn cathode material. The Mg and Ca cells exhibit a
cell voltage >3 V, a high-power density of ~ ~3000 W
kg� 1 and a high-energy density of ~ ~300 Whkg� 1,
respectively. Moreover, the combination of the PTPAn
cathode with a calcium-tin (Ca� Sn) alloy anode could
enable a long battery-life of 3000 cycles with a capacity
retention of 60%. The anion storage chemistry associ-
ated with dual-ion electrochemical concept demon-
strates a new feasible pathway towards high-perform-
ance divalent ion batteries.

Introduction

Growing demand for electric vehicles and the implementa-
tion of intermittent renewable energies have stimulated the
research interests in exploring sustainable, high-energy,

high-power electrochemical storage systems.[1] Rechargeable
Mg and Ca batteries are expected to provide efficient, safe,
cost-effective battery solutions due to the merits of divalent
working ions and metal anodes, which feature high-capacity,
low tendency of dendrite formation and abundant natural
resources.[2, 3] However, the development of divalent-ion
batteries is hindered by the absence of compatible electro-
lyte-cathode systems enabling reversible charge/discharge
with high voltages.[3]

Given the high charge density of the Mg-ions
(120 Cmm� 3 of Mg2+ vs. 54 Cmm� 3 of Li+), intercalation of
Mg-ion into an inorganic host is restricted by severe polar-
ization and sluggish kinetics.[4] As a result, most of the
conventional insertion metal oxide materials suffer from
poor reversibility,[5] and only a few chalcogenides with soft
anions and open structures allow reversible Mg-ion storage,
such as Chevrel phase Mo6S8,

[6] TiS2,
[7] MoS2.

[8] However,
their low operating voltage (~1.1 V) and low energy density
limit the potential for application. Different from inorganic
ionic solids, organic materials offer more flexible ionic
migration pathways due to the relatively weak intermolecu-
lar forces within organic compounds.[9] Additionally, charge
storage of organic materials is based on the redox reaction
of the functional groups, which is energetically more
favorable for multivalent metal ions compared to the
insertion-type inorganic materials.[9b,10] Moreover, the redox-
active sites of the organic materials may allow multiple
electron transfer per unit, hence providing the potential for
high capacities at cell level.[10] In addition, featuring struc-
tural diversity, tunable properties, and environmental friend-
liness, organic electrode materials attract increasing atten-
tion for sustainable multivalent ion batteries.[11] Quinone-
based cathodes with the redox mechanism of reversible
enolation reactions have been studied in Mg and Ca battery
systems, demonstrating improved cycling performance in
comparison to most of the inorganic cathode
counterparts.[11a,12,13] Nevertheless, the common n-type or-
ganic cathode materials generally exhibit a relatively low
discharge voltage (<2 V), which is attributed to their
intrinsically high energy level of the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) and relatively low reduction
potentials.[14] Even if the voltage could be adjusted by
molecular design,[15] it is still challenging to find n-type
organic cathode materials offering a cell voltage beyond 3 V
(vs. Mg/Mg2+).[16]
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In contrast, organic materials based on anion storage
chemistries and dual-ion working principles can potentially
provide high voltages.[17] Polytriphenylamine (PTPAn) has
been investigated in lithium (Li), sodium (Na) and potas-
sium (K)-ion based electrochemical systems as a low-cost
and scalable p-type organic cathode material.[18] However,
the choice of suitable anodes is the limiting factor for these
batteries, which diminishes the advantages of the cathodes
with high potential and fast kinetics.[18] In contrast, coupling
a PTPAn cathode with a feasible metallic anode, such as Mg
and Ca, can combine the merits of both the cathode and
anode in terms of energy density, cost and safety. The
combination of a PTPAn cathode with an organic anode
(i.e. perylene diimide-ethylene diamine) in magnesium
perchlorate Mg(ClO)4 electrolyte exhibited a rather low cell
voltage (~1.1 V).[19] In fact, electrolytes with efficient ion
and charge transport properties and sufficient stability play
a crucial role in achieving high-energy batteries. In the past
decades, substantial research efforts have been devoted to
rational design of Mg and Ca electrolytes with high oxidative
stability and efficient metal deposition.[20,3a] Recent progress
made in the development of stable non-corrosive electro-
lytes provides new prospects for the realization of high-
performance Mg and Ca batteries.[21,20c] In particular,
magnesium tetrakis(hexafluoroisopropyloxy) borate (Mg[B-
(hfip)4]2) based electrolytes, possessing high oxidative stabil-
ity (>4.3 V) and high ionic conductivity (~11 mScm� 1), are
suitable for exploring high-voltage cathodes.[22] Furthermore,
the calcium analogue compound, calcium
tetrakis(hexafluoroisopropyloxy)borate (Ca[B(hfip)4]2) ena-
bles reversible Ca stripping/plating at room temperature and
shows suitable properties for improving Ca batteries.[23]

Herein, we demonstrate a dual-ion battery concept by
integrating polythriphenylamine/graphene nanoplates (de-
noted as PTGNP) composite cathodes and [B(hfip)4]-based
electrolytes for high-voltage (>3 V) rechargeable Mg and
Ca batteries. The dual-ion configuration can circumvent the
issue of sluggish divalent-ion diffusion kinetics, enabling
high electrochemical reversibility. For the first time, the
reversible charge storage mechanism via the interaction of
PTPAn with [B(hfip)4]

� anions was elucidated. Moreover,
the evolution of resonance structures for redox-active
PTPAn and its formed coordination complex were revealed
by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), operando
Raman spectroscopy, and density functional theory (DFT)
calculations.

Results and Discussion

Polytriphenylamine (PTPAn) was synthesized by a one-step
oxidation polymerization of triphenylamine (TPA) accord-
ing to literature.[24,18a] Graphene nanoplates (GNPs) powder
was used as electrical conductive substrate material for
loading PTPAn. The PTGNP composite was fabricated
through the reprecipitation of PTPAn in chloroform
(CHCl3) blended with the GNPs. (Figure 1a). The chemical
structure of as-prepared PTGNP composite, PTPAn and the
monomer TPA was characterized by the Fourier transform

infrared spectra (FT-IR) (Figure S1), respectively. The
characteristic IR vibration bands at 1585 cm� 1, 1487 cm� 1

and 1315 cm� 1 of the samples can be assigned to the C=C,
C� C stretching and C� H bending vibration of phenyl rings
in the TPA moiety, respectively. In addition, the strong
signal at 1273 cm� 1 refers to the C� N stretching vibration of
the tertiary amine. The distinct bands at 813 cm� 1 in the
spectra of the PTPAn and PTGNP samples correspond to
the C� H out-of-plane-bending of para-disubstituted benzene
rings.[24,25,18b] Thus, the polymerization of the starting TPA
monomers can be manifested. Besides, the intensity of the
peak at 813 cm� 1 was found to be lower for PTGNP
composite than that for PTPAn, which might originate from
the π–π interaction of redox-active PTPAn and graphene
matrix, indicating an enhanced electronic conductivity for
the PTGNP cathode. Furthermore, the NMR spectra of as-
prepared PTPAn and TPA are also consistent with those as
previously reported,[18b] verifying the successful preparation
of the PTPAn cathode material (Figure S2).

The morphological structure of the as-prepared PTGNP
composite was then analyzed by scanning electron micro-
scopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
As shown in Figure 1b and Figure S3, the composite
particles consist of massive aggregates of primary PTGNP
sheets in the size of ca. 30–200 nm. Plenty of agglomeration-
derived pores (>50 nm) were observed, suggesting a macro-
porosity of the PTGNP composite, which is beneficial for
the electrolyte penetration and charge-transfer in the
cathode. After loading onto the GNP matrix, the particle
size of the PTPAn polymer significantly decreased as
presented by the TEM images (Figure S4a–f). Moreover, the
entangled polymer composite particles could create some
micro/mesoporous voids and largely maintain the surface
area of the graphene nanoplates. TEM image in Figure 1c
shows the homogeneity of the amorphous PTGNP compo-
site particle. The graphitic and amorphous structure of the
composite can be discerned in the high-resolution trans-
mission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images and the
corresponding Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) patterns (as
shown in Figure 1d and Figure S4c,f). It indicates that the
active PTPAn polymer was uniformly and intimately

Figure 1. a) Scheme of the PTGNP composite fabrication procedure;
Morphological features of the as-prepared PTGNP composite: b) SEM
image, c–e) TEM images (insets show the FFT patterns extracted from
HRTEM images).
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attached to the carbon matrix, which ensures the sufficient
electronic conductivity and high redox-active surface of the
polymer cathode material (Figure 1e).

Further, the surface and porosity of the PTGNP
composite was characterized by Brunauer–Emmett–Teller
(BET) methods. The Nitrogen adsorption-desorption iso-
therms and pore size distribution plots are shown in
Figure S5, respectively. The surface area of the composite
was measured to be around 456 m2g� 1, which largely retains
the surface area of the pristine GNP (750 m2g� 1), ensuring
the fast ion diffusion within the active polymer electrode. In
addition, the PTGNP composite possesses meso-porosity (5
to 45 nm), and micro-to-meso-porosity (1.7–5 nm). The large
incremental volume of the mesopores could be beneficial to
compensate the volume change of the cathodes upon the
interaction with the anions, and hence enhancing the
electrochemical reversibility.

To explore the electrochemical performance of the
PTGNP cathode in Mg batteries, a dual-ion Mg j jPTGNP
full cell configuration was constructed as depicted in Fig-
ure 2a. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was first carried out using
a three-electrode cell with the PTGNP cathode as working
electrode (WE) and polished Mg-foil as both counter
electrode (CE) and reference electrode (RE) in 0.5 M
Mg[B(hfip)4]2/DME electrolyte solution. As presented in
Figure 2b, in the first anodic scan, one broad oxidation peak
appeared at 3.2 V with a shoulder peak at 2.9 V, suggesting
the insertion of [B(hfip)4]

� anions in the PTGNP cathode. In
the following scans, these oxidation peaks shifted to 3.1 V
and 2.8 V, respectively. The slight peak shift might be
attributed to the improved kinetics related to the extended
electrochemical active sites during cycling. In the cathodic
scans, the corresponding reduction peaks located at 2.8 V
and 2.5 V, respectively. These two pairs of redox peaks with
reduced potential difference ~(~0.3 V) indicate highly
reversible, fast charge-storage processes, which could be
assigned to the redox reactions of the two isomeric PTPAn
chemical structures.[18a]

Subsequently, the electrochemical properties of the
PTGNP cathode were investigated by galvanostatic charge/
discharge methods. Figure 2c shows typical voltage profiles
of the Mg j jPTGNP full cell at a current density of
545 mAg� 1 (5C). In the first cycle, a major discharge plateau
emerged in the range of 3.2 to 2.5 V, which shifted to 3.4–
2.5 V in the following cycles. Simultaneously, the voltage
hysteresis between the charge/discharge curves declined
gradually. After the initial three cycles, the voltage profiles
displayed nearly symmetrical characteristics. The main
charge–discharge behavior and the derived differential
capacity diagrams i.e. dQ/dV plots shown in Figure S6 were
all in agreement with the CVs. Notably, an average
operating voltage of ~3 V was realized with the combination
of PTGNP cathode and Mg metal anode, surpassing those of
previously reported cathode materials. Besides, a discharge
capacity of 105 mAhg� 1 could be delivered in the 10th cycle,
which was almost 96% of its theoretical value (109 mAhg� 1)
corresponding to one-electron transfer per TPA unit,
demonstrating a high energy density of 315 Whkg� 1. It
should be mentioned that the specific capacity and power

density are based on the mass of the active cathode material
in this work. The energy density of dual-ion systems at cell
level could be generally limited by the requirement of a
relatively large amount of electrolyte as both cation and
anion act as charge carriers.[26,17b] Nevertheless, due to the
two-electron transfer per divalent Mg/Ca cation and double
mole ratio of the [B(hfip)4]2 anions of the conductive salt,
the amount of electrolyte for the divalent dual-ion systems
could be substantially reduced, leading to improved energy
density compared to the monovalent ion counterparts.
Besides, the natural abundance and feasibility of the
divalent metal anodes (i.e., Mg and Ca) are particularly
advantageous for cost-effective stationary energy storage
applications.[27]

Further, the rate capability of PTGNP cathode was
studied. As shown in Figure 2d, the charge/discharge curves
maintained almost the same shape with minor discharge
capacity decay for increasing C-rate from 5 to 10C, reflecting
a rapid electron and ion transport. Meanwhile, the Coulom-

Figure 2. Electrochemical performance of the PTGNP cathode in Mg
batteries with 0.5 M Mg[B(hfip)4]2/DME electrolyte. a) Scheme of the
Mg j jPTGNP dual-ion cell configuration and working principle; (b) CV
curves of the PTGNP cathode vs. MgRE at a scan rate of 1 mVs� 1;
c) galvanostatic voltage profiles of the composite cathode at 5C;
de) rate capability of PTGNP cathode at various C-rates (5 to 10C);
f) cycling behavior of the Mg j jPTGNP cell at 10C upon prolonged
cycling. (1C=109 mAg� 1).
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bic efficiency (CE) also reached up to 92% at 10C
(1090 mAg� 1) as shown in Figure 2e. Remarkably, a power
density of 2820 W kg� 1 was obtained from a capacity of
94 mAhg� 1 at 10C, which outperforms the majority of
cathode materials and is desired for high-power Mg energy
storage systems.[28]

Considering the improved CE at a higher C-rate, the
long-term cycling stability of the PTGNP cathode was tested
at 1090 mAg� 1 (10C), as presented in Figure 2f. After the
first 20 cycles, the cell delivered a maximum discharge
capacity of ~93 mAhg� 1 and retained 53 mAhg� 1 after
500 cycles, suggesting a capacity decay rate of 0.86% per
cycle. Note that the conductive carbon (i.e., GNP) has a
negligible capacity contribution in the PTGNP cathode as
shown in Figure S7. The reason for capacity fading and
reduced CE (lower than 90% after 300 cycles) will be
further investigated in the follow-up studies.

Further, we also explored the feasibility of the dual-ion
battery concept for Ca systems. The Ca j jPTGNP cell was
assembled with a Ca-metal anode, PTGNP cathode and
0.25 M Ca[B(hfip)4]2/DME electrolyte. In galvanostatic
cycling of these cells, the charge–discharge voltage profiles
at a current density of 1090 mAg� 1 (10C) showed a similar
behaviour to what was observed in the Mg j jPTGNP system
(Figure 3a). In the first cycle, the discharge plateau exhibited
in the range from 3.5 to 3.1 V, but gradually shifted to 3.7–
3.2 V in the following four cycles, implying an average
operating voltage of around 3.5 V. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the highest cell voltage among the
cathode materials for Ca batteries reported up to date. The
increasing discharge voltage and capacity might be ascribed
to the freshly deposited Ca on the anode, which also
partially eliminated the voltage drop in the initial cycle.[29]

Subsequently, a discharge capacity of 85 mAhg� 1 was
delivered at the 5th cycle, leading to an energy density of
~300 Whkg� 1 and a power density of 3000 Wkg� 1 (Fig-

ure 3c). However, the Ca-PTGNP system suffered from an
inferior cyclic stability compared with the Mg system. The
overpotential between the charge/discharge curves increased
after 20 cycles followed by a severe capacity drop (Fig-
ure S8). As Ca� Sn alloys have been suggested as potential
alternative anode for Ca-ion batteries,[12c] further experi-
ments were conducted by integrating the PTGNP cathode
with a CaSn3-alloy anode. The half-cell comprised of the
CaSn3 anode and a Sn counter electrode exhibited favour-
able stability and compatibility with the borate electrolyte
(Figure S9). Additionally, the CVs of PTGNP cathode
coupled with CaSn3 reference electrode represented similar
electrochemical characteristics as the Mg system (Fig-
ure S10). Due to the relatively higher calcination/decal-
cination potential of the CaSn3-alloy, the CaSn3 j jPTGNP
cell displayed a discharge plateau at a lower voltage range of
3.5 to 2.3 V, corresponding to an average working voltage of
2.8 V (Figure 3b). Remarkably, these cells could demon-
strate an ultra-long cycle life, delivering a reversible capacity
of ~50 mAhg� 1 after 3000 cycles with capacity retention of
around 60% of its initial value (86 mAhg� 1) as shown in
Figure 3d. Moreover, the CaSn3 j jPTGNP cell exhibited a
higher CE compared with the Mg system due to the lower
cut-off voltage at the charged state (3.6 V) that could
alleviate the parasitic side reactions in the oxidation
process.[30] It demonstrates that the PTGNP cathode can
deliver high cycling stability and power capability with a
high cell voltage for Ca batteries.

To elucidate the mechanism of the [B(hfip)4]
� anions

storage in the PTGNP cathode, X-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy (XPS) was employed to characterize the post-
mortem PTGNP cathodes at various states during the initial
charge–discharge process. In the survey spectra (Fig-
ure S11), three distinct peaks were observed: C1s (285 eV),
O1s (533 eV) and F1s (688 eV). For the pristine electrode,
the presence of O1s and F1s peak might be attributed to the
residual C� O/C=O bonds of the graphene matrix and the
CF2 groups of the PTFE binder in the as-prepared cathode,
respectively. In the fully charged state (3.8 V), the peak
intensity of F1s increased largely, high-resolution detailed
spectra in the F1s region are shown in Figure 4a. The new
peak at 687.6 eV can be assigned to the C-F bond of
[B(hfip)4]

� anions. In addition, an obvious signal related to
the B� O bond (192.4 eV) was also identified in the B 1s
spectra, indicating [B(hfip)4]

� anion insertion into the
PTGNP cathode. When discharging to 2.0 V, both F1s and
B1s peak intensity decreased again as [B(hfip)4]

� anions
were extracted from the cathode. While no B1s signal could
be detected in the discharged cathode, the F1s peak located
at 687.6 eV was present most likely due to the high F
content in the anion; however, its intensity was significantly
lower compared to that in the charged state. These results
indicate that most of the [B(hfip)4]

� anions could be
removed from the cathode during discharging, while a small
proportion decomposed. This could be one of the reasons
for the relatively low CE in the initial cycles as shown in
Figure 2e. Further, slightly increased CFx concentrations in
the discharged samples from the prolonged cycles could be
confirmed as shown in Figure S12, Table S1. Moreover, the

Figure 3. Electrochemical performance of the PTGNP cathode in Ca
battery with 0.25 M Ca[B(hfip)4]2/DME electrolyte. Galvanostatic volt-
age profiles of the composite cathode at 10C with a) Ca-metal anode
and b) CaSn3-alloy anode; Cycling performance of c) Ca j jPTGNP cell
and d) CaSn3 j jPTGNP cell at 10C (1C=109 mAg� 1).
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reversible extraction of [B(hfip)4]
� anion could also be

associated with the peak evolution of the redox-active N-
center. The N1s spectra were broadened with the insertion
of [B(hfip)4]

� anions and restored as the anions were
released from the cathode. The original N1s spectrum can
be resolved into two peaks located at 401.0 and 399.6 eV,
stemming from the C� N bonds in the aforementioned
PTPAn isomers (para or meta-substitution).[18a] For the
charged cathode, the intensity of these N peaks decreased
slightly, while two new peaks appeared at higher binding
energy (i.e., 402.6 eV and 405.7 eV), implying that the
neutral ion pair on the N-center was oxidized to positively
charged radicals.[31] Simultaneously, these new peaks could
be assigned to the formed N� B(hfip)4 bond which resembles
the coordination effect between PF6

� anions and PTPAn+

reported previously.[18c] Thus, the [B(hfip)4]
� anion storage

mechanism can be verified as depicted in Figure 4b.
The Raman spectrum of pristine PTPAn is presented in

the Supporting Information (Figure S13). The most charac-
teristic Raman features can be outlined as follows: (i) two
sharp and strongly overlapping bands, centered at 1600 cm� 1

and 1610 cm� 1 can be attributed to nðC¼CÞ stretching vibration
of an aromatic system; (ii) a band at 1286 cm� 1 can be
unambiguously assigned to nðC� NÞ stretching in an aromatic
amine structure; (iii) a sharp band at 1170 cm� 1 can be
assigned to the nðC� HÞ in plane bending deformation in the
aromatic ring; (iv) the 785 cm� 1 band corresponds to the
nðC� HÞ out of plane vibration. These observations match
quite well with previous experimental and calculated results
on polyaniline and polyaniline derivative materials.[32]

The redox reaction pathways of polyaniline derivatives
transit through several topological forms containing radical
cations at N-amine centers, which can be deduced through
UV/Vis and Raman spectroscopy.[33] Consequently, in order
to get a deeper insight into the essence of the electro-
chemical behavior of PTGNP cathodes, we have performed

operando Raman measurements to scrutinize the structural
evolution and redox mechanism of amine groups in PTPAn.
Figure 5a depicts the charge/discharge profile of the Mg j j
PTGNP cell in the first cycle, as well as an isoplot of the
Raman scans at the PTGNP cathode. The contour plot
shows the appearance and disappearance of several spectral
features in the first charge cycle, which can be interpreted as
the electrons extracted from the PTPAn. It fluctuates from
aromatic to non-aromatic electronic configurations that
shifts its electronic absorption maxima. Hence, the oxidized
moiety sometimes shows resonance Raman and sometimes
fall off from resonance Raman transition with respect to
532 nm excitation.

The spectral regions at 1600 cm� 1 (uðC¼CÞ) and 1300 cm� 1

(uðC� NÞ) were deconvoluted to follow the radical formation
and simultaneous [B(hfip)4]

� anion interaction processes
during cycling. Figure 5b depicts deconvoluted Raman bands
of uðC� NÞ during charge/discharge cycling. The deconvoluted
Raman spectrum of the PTGNP cathode at the state of open
circuit voltage (OCV) at 3.47 V shows an intense band at
1286 cm� 1 (u1286

ðC� NÞ). Upon charging, the electrons are ex-
tracted from the nitrogen center, a band at 1315 cm� 1 (
u1315
ðC� NÞ) appears. At a higher voltage (from 3.68 V upwards),
the band at u1286

ðC� NÞ completely disappears and a new band at

Figure 4. a) High-resolution XPS spectra of PTGNP cathodes in differ-
ent states: F1s, B1s, N1s regions, b) Schematic illustration of [B-
(hfip)4]

� anion storage mechanism based on single-electron transfer of
PTPAn.

Figure 5. a) Isoplots of the operando Raman scans taken from the
cathode side of the Mg j jPTGNP cell during the first charge/discharge
cycle at 1C. Raman spectra in selected regions for the PTGNP cathode
in the first charge/discharge cycle: b) 1250–1400 cm� 1 (uðC� NÞ),
c) 1500–1650 cm� 1 (uðC¼CÞÞ:
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1356 cm� 1 (u1356
ðC� NÞ) emerges. The intensity of the band u1356

ðC� NÞ

increases with respect to u1315
ðC� NÞ and decreases at higher

charging potentials (3.7 V upwards) again. Previous studies
showed that the formation of oxidized polyaniline deriva-
tives with cationic radical at the nitrogen center leads to a
shift of uðC� NÞ from ~1280 cm� 1 to ~1350 cm� 1.[33a,b] When
this cationic radical is doped by an anionic counterpart of
the electrolyte, the uðC� NÞ redshifts to a lower value at
~1320 cm� 1. In PTPAn, removal of one electron from amine
(N1 in Figure S14) results in the formation of a cation
radical which is immediately coordinated by a [B(hfip)4]

�

anion, leading to the u1286
ðC� NÞ ! u1315

ðC� NÞ shift in Raman meas-
urements. The second electron is removed from the adjacent
amine center (N2 in Figure S14), which leads to the
formation of a bare cationic radical. However, the bulkiness
of the [B(hfip)4]

� anion prevents the immediate doping,
hence the increase in the intensity of u1356

ðC� NÞ. Instead, due to
the charge repulsion and presence of conjugate amine
segments, the radical cation shifts to N3 (N3 in Figure S14)
to form a thermodynamically stable conformation and this
center is then coordinated by a [B(hfip)4]

� anion which leads
to reduction of the intensity of the u1356

ðC� NÞ band. During the
discharge scale, the opposite process is captured by the
Raman spectroscopy analysis. Finally, at a lower discharge
potential all the vibrational signatures are buried under a
broad noisy band. This is probably due to the presence of
excess electrons that shifts the wavelength of the resonance
Raman process. During charge/discharge cycling, the cati-
onic radical is also stabilized through delocalization by the
formation of quinoid type structures. As shown in Figure 5c,
the emergence of u1563

ðC¼CÞ and u1587
ðC¼CÞ band in the deconvoluted

Raman spectra provides evidence for the formation of a
significant amount of para-substituted quinone diamine type
structures.[33b]

To further clarify the charge storage mechanism of the
PTGNP cathode, density functional theory (DFT) calcula-
tions were carried out, in which the TPA unit was modelled

as a molecule of PTPAn. As displayed in Figure 6a, both the
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) energy and the
LUMO energy of PTPAn were significantly reduced in the
charged state (PTPAn+). In general, the HOMO energy
level can be used to assess the electron donor ability. A
reduced HOMO value means that further release of
electrons from PTPAn+ is energetically unfavourable,
suggesting higher oxidation stability, while a lower LUMO
energy level indicates a higher electron affinity. The
resulting reduction of the LUMO-HOMO energy gap
(1.68 eV) could effectively enhance the electronic conductiv-
ity of the redox-active polymer, promoting its interaction
with charge carriers, and thus, facilitate fast reaction
kinetics. Additionally, the redox potential in terms of single
electron transfer and the formation energy of the PTPAn+

-[B(hfip)4]
� coordination complex were also calculated as

shown in Figure 6b. The cathode voltage obtained from
DFT is 2.37 V (ΔE=2.37 eV). Based on the cohesive energy
of metallic anodes (i.e., Mg, 1.51 eV and Ca, 1.84 eV),[34] the
calculated full cell voltages are 3.13 V and 3.29 V for Mg
and Ca systems, respectively,[35] which are in line with the
average experimental discharge voltages, demonstrating a
desirable high-voltage feature for divalent Mg and Ca
batteries. Concurrently, the bulky nature of [B(hfip)4]

�

anions could contribute to maintaining solid coordination
structures at a higher operating voltage.[36] More information
about the redox-active sites in PTPAn and the uptake of
charge carriers can be obtained by calculation of electro-
static potential maps for PTPAn molecules in different
charge states (Figure 6c). In the neutral state, excess
electronic charge is mainly situated at the benzene rings
(with red color) due to the π-conjugation and delocalization
effects. After release of one electron, the positive charge
(with blue color) was distributed unevenly in the molecule
and mainly congregated around the N-atom, indicating it
was the electroactive site with an electrophilic tendency.
Meanwhile, the delocalization of electrons further strength-
ened, and an extended π-conjugation structure was formed
around the N-radicals, which could effectively stabilize the
positively charged molecule. During the charging process,
[B(hfip)4]

� anions inserted and coordinated with PTPAn+

for the charge balance. Due to steric effects, planar aromatic
groups rotated slightly to better accommodate the charge
carriers, which could change the vibrational mode of the
final product and is in accordance with the results of the
aforementioned operando Raman measurements.

A more detailed investigation of the fast kinetics for
charging/discharging the PTGNP cathodes was performed
via CV measurements at different scan rates (Figure 7a).
The redox reaction kinetics of the PTGNP cathode was
analyzed according to Equation (1):

i ¼ avb (1)

where i was the peak current, while a and b were the
adjustable parameters to the scan rate v, respectively. As
displayed in Figure 7b, the fitted b-values of anodic and
cathodic scans were both higher than 0.9, suggesting a
predominance of surface-controlled processes.[37] Quantifica-

Figure 6. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations: a) Energy level
diagram of pristine PTPAn (left) and PTPAn+ (right); b) calculated
three molecules and the corresponding formation energy changes, ΔE
(charge distribution assigned as: 0 green, � 1 orange, � 2 cyan, +1
blue, and +2 red); c) electrostatic potential (ESP) maps of a PTPAn
molecule and the formed coordination complex during charge storage
process.
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tion of the surface-controlled and diffusion-controlled con-
tribution was done using Equation (2):

i ¼ k1vþ k2v
1
=2 (2)

where, k1, k2 were two constants, v was the scan rate, and
k1v, k2v

1/2 represented the surface-controlled (pseudocapaci-
tive) and diffusion-controlled portion, respectively.[37,38] It
can be seen that the surface-controlled process hold
significant current contributions (~85%) at a low scan rate
of 1 mVs� 1 which even increased with rising scan rate
(Figure 7c). Specifically, the contribution of the surface
redox-activity was estimated to be approximately 93.5% at a
scan rate of 5 mVs� 1 as illustrated in Figure 7d. It suggests
that the rapid redox processes are facilitated by the high
surface area and porous features of the PTGNP cathode by
shortening the ion-migration pathways. Moreover, the
weak-coordinating nature of the [B(hfip)4]

� anions offers
high mobility of the anions within the electrolyte salt,
boosting the migration of anionic charge carrier in the
electrolyte and at the electrode interfaces, and consequently
benefits to achieve fast kinetics.[36]

Conclusion

In summary, we have demonstrated a PTPAn composite
cathode for high-voltage (>3 V) divalent Mg and Ca
batteries based on [B(hfip)4] anion storage chemistry.
Various spectroscopic analysis elucidates the reversible
electrochemical redox reaction mechanism of the polymer
cathode via the interaction of amine functional groups with
the [B(hfip)4] anions. The computational analysis not only

elaborated the charge storage mechanisms, but also revealed
the narrow LUMO-HOMO energy gap of the PTPAn active
material that is correlated the fast electrochemical kinetics
of the organic cathodes. With a surface-controlled electro-
chemical process, the PTGNP cathodes could provide a
high-power density of ~3000 Wkg� 1 and a high energy
density ~300 Whkg� 1 for both rechargeable Mg and Ca
batteries. Notably, the CaSn3 j jPTGNP cells represent the
state-of-the-art calcium-ion batteries in terms of the cell
voltage (2.8 V), the long cycle-life (>3000 cycles) and
capacity retention (60%). The strategy of integrating the
dual-ion cell configuration with the anion-storage mecha-
nism provides a promising approach towards high-perform-
ance multivalent ion batteries.
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